A very simple and effective algorithm able to predict the frequency response of a multi-port device over a wide-band, starting from the electromagnetic analysis at some spot-frequencies is derived. The electromagnetic simulation is performed by means of the Method of Moment (MoM), but the strength of the argument is that the algorithm can be virtually applied to any frequency-domain approach. Data obtained by the proposed procedure are further processed in order to extract a Foster's type -lumped element-equivalent circuit, suitable for use as Spice model of the device.
procedure is most effective in terms of simplicity and yet ability to save computational time, especially when predicting the response of high-Q resonators or filters. A noteworthy property is that the algorithm, successfully tested on a MoM approach, is suitable for any kind of Frequency Domain (FD) approach. Of course this flexibility has a price in terms of efficiency with respect to e.g. [1] , but as a result it can be even implemented as a "stand-alone" component driving the calculation of a full-wave software program, regardless of the approach and of the implementation of the electromagnetic solver itself. The output is a rational interpolation of the response, predicting the actual behaviour over a broad range of frequency points, that is used in order to extract a broadband equivalent -Spice compatible-circuit, by means of a Foster "shunt" circuit. The algorithm has been successfully implemented in a commercial full-wave solver, namely EM3DS by MEM Research. 
The input information is the value of Y(s) over a discrete group of points s k , yet to be determined. In particular Y(s) will be evaluated on the imaginary axis, namely s=j, for a set of N frequency points (k=1,2…N), inside a band [f min -f max ]. A function Y(s) is realisable by means of an RLCM circuit if it is a so-called "Positive Real" (PR) function. In order to have a PR function the difference between the order of the numerator and the denominator in (1) should not exceed 1, namely |P-Q|1. Additional requirements are that all coefficients in A(s) and B(s) are real and nonzero, have the same sign and that A and B have no more than one root in 0. In the following we are going to assume Q=P+1: we don't know if Y(s) has in zero a pole or a root, but by allowing the higher order coefficients in A and B to be possibly zero, we will leave open the possibility to model the remaining cases. Moreover we will not expressly force coefficients to have the same sign -what could possibly provide additional constraints and reduce frequency samples for a single port device-, as for multi-port and active linear devices the additional degree of freedom will be helpful.
We could multiply both A(s) and B(s) in (1) by the same factor and retain the value of the ratio; hence we choose a 0 =1. Now, if we have evaluated Y, e.g. from a full-wave analysis, at N frequency points f 1 ,f 2 ,..f N , we have 2N equations available (Y is complex), and we can choose N=(Q+P+1)/2 so as to have from (1) a completely determined (square) system of equations whose unknowns are the coefficients a i (i=1,2..P) and b j (j=0,1,2..Q), namely
Note that, being a i and b j real, (2) is split in couples of completely real equations. As a practical note, in order to reduce problems due to the powers of large numbers, the frequencies f k are normalised to the centre band frequency f 0 .
During the adaptive selection of the spot-frequency set, this system of equations will become sometimes nearly singular or singular: in order to overcome this limitation, (2) is solved by means of a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), a powerful algorithm to handle singular and rectangular systems (see e.g. [1] ).
After introducing the system (2), our problem is reformulated as "how to optimally select the set  k where to perform the full-wave evaluation of Y".
If the ratio (1) was the exact model of Y (possibly involving infinite sums, as we will be dealing with distributed circuits), we should ensure that zeros and poles of the ratio (namely zeros of A and B respectively) coincide with those of Y.
We are now interested in obtaining a rational function that mimics Y over a given bandwidth, where only some of the critical points (poles/zeros) may eventually fall. Hence the algorithm should be able to locate the critical points inside the band of interest and to ensure that the rational interpolant shares the same critical points. Having this purpose in mind, the strategy becomes the following: a) start with a minimum of frequency points where to perform the full-wave evaluation of Y, e.g. N=2 or 3: they could be evenly spaced in the prescribed band b) build and solve system (2) so as to obtain the two polynomials A and B c) evaluate the frequency position of maxima and minima of the ratio in (1) over the prescribed band, evaluated among the discrete set of points where interpolation is required: these are critical or "hot" points d) insert those critical points in the list of frequency points where to evaluate the full-wave response, then iterate from point b) above After some iteration, the list of critical points will not change anymore, and it will only contain points already evaluated: the resulting rational function is our solution. The occasional nearsingularity of the system (2) will arise from the possibility that clustered points be requested by the algorithm: SVD will take care of this condition.
However it might happen that, for some simple circuit or narrow-band analysis, no critical point -according to the above definition-is present in our frequency range. We can recognise this fact easily, the above algorithm exiting at the first iteration while providing the band extremes as the only points in the frequency list. If this is the case, we have to redefine the critical points. In particular we will apply the above algorithm considering as "critical" those points where the difference in the responses evaluated at two subsequent iterations is maximum and exceeds a given tolerance: when no new critical points are found, we have a solution.
When multi-ports are considered, the same procedure is applied to all Y ij elements of the overall admittance matrix, and the list of critical points shall include at the same time contributions from all elements -owing to the possibility of so called "private poles"-. Strictly speaking, Y ij for i j are not PR functions -they are only R-: the whole Y should be tested in order to verify that it is PR by checking its eigenvalues, and failure to adhere to this criterion can be used to force a new iteration. Actually, in our experience this additional criterion proved to be unnecessary, and the PR check was only used "a posteriori" as a reliability test of the terminated process. Moreover, fitting separately the Y ij elements provides also some advantage, as we have successfully used the above procedure to evaluate the response of a linear active FET, which of course is not described by a PR admittance matrix.
Focussing on reciprocal passive devices, once we have the rational expression of the admittance, we can derive an equivalent circuit implementing such an expression. Figure 1 shows the Foster type implementation of a single port device that we considered particularly well suited for automated implementation. In fact the admittance may be expanded according 
where M is the number of real poles p m and N the one of the couples of complex conjugate poles p n . In the above r are the residuals at the corresponding poles. This kind of expression is attractive as it represents a set of shunt cells suitably cascaded, according to figure 1, and it only requires evaluation of poles and respective residuals. In fact, a classic ladder-network implementation would require a more complex algorithm, alternating the extraction of poles and zeros in a multi-step procedure. Table I reports the values for each element of the implementation, assuming that the rational approximation was evaluated at the normalised frequencies f/f 0 . The process of deriving the implementation of (3) For multi-port reciprocal devices we exploit a noteworthy property described e.g. in [4] , namely the possibility to describe the matrix Y as a generalised -network. Hence the preliminary step is to evaluate the elements of the -network, and then to implement each of them according to (3) .
Results:
The proposed approach allows evaluating the response over a large set of frequency points (e.g. 2-500 points) from a very few actually calculated samples (5-12 points are quite typical). Once the rational approximation is available, implementation (3) guarantees that the extracted equivalent circuit has the same response: interpolated and equivalent circuit responses are indistinguishable. Here, for the sake of brevity, we report just two examples.
The first one is a thin-film bulk acoustic wave resonator (FBAR), also modelled in [5] (see figure 2 ). The whole response is obtained in figure 2 after evaluating 7 frequency points: as visible in figure 2 , the full-wave response evaluated at 120 frequency points as final test,
shows that the prediction is highly accurate. As stressed above, the extracted equivalent circuit obtains the same precision. Figure 3 shows the performance over an interdigital filter: the whole wide-band response is recovered after evaluating 13 critical points. 
